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Good morning! 
 
Yesterday, we welcomed the best drivers from each of our 12 regional distribution 
centers to throw down and put the pedal to the metal, so to speak, to determine the 
very best of the best: our 2012 Truck Roadeo champion driver. 
 
After winning regional Truck Roadeo competitions at each of their home RDCs, these 
dedicated drivers and their rigs arrived in Salt Lake City to not only face a written test 
and a pre-trip inspection, but — the most fun part of the day — a series of behind-the-
wheel driving challenges we designed specifically to determine who is tops at handling 
their vehicles and safely delivering your goods. 
 
Let’s take a quick look at some of the highlights from the event... 
 
[VIDEO] 
 
Now I'd like you to meet our national finalists... 
 
[VIDEO] 
 
As you can see, our Truck Roadeo tradition is a lot of fun for the drivers, the folks at 
the RDCs, and many of you. But, as we all know, over-the-road trucking is a serious 
business that requires seriously dedicated and talented drivers. 
 
We couldn't be more proud of our drivers’, especially their consistent dedication to 
safety and the service they provide to you, our retailers.  
 
Now the moment you’ve all been waiting for — let's meet our 2012 Truck Roadeo 
champion. 
 
Please help me welcome and congratulate True Value’s 2012 National Champion 
Driver from our Mankato, Minnesota, distribution center: Kevin Jones! 
 
A first time national roadeo contestant, Kevin has been with True Value for 25 years. 
He started with us mowing the lawn of the Mankato DC, and then went to work in the 
warehouse for 13 years before becoming one of our top-notch drivers 12 years ago. 
 
Most other drivers call him Jonesy, or Little Jones after his father, Eldon, who drove 
for True Value for many years himself. 
 
Congratulations, Kevin! 
 
[WINNER ENTERS] 
[JACKET PRESENTATION] 
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As our 2012 champion, Kevin Jones is not only a great driver, but a representative of 
an entire team of drivers and committed to serving you, our retailers, to the best of 
their ability every day on the job. Let’s give Kevin and all of our drivers another round 
of applause. 
 
[LYLE CLOSES] 
 


